
MyWay Kite&Surf Foil Camp
With great joy, we hereby announce the first MyWay Foil Camp.  

Are you an advanced kiter, want to improve your skills and bring your kiting to the next level,...or are you just 
looking for a new adventure?  

Then it is time now!  
The MyWay Foil Camp is ready for you!  

Foiling gives you the sensation of flying over the water and is even possible with almost no wind. It is truly 
magical and actually easier than it appears.  

With our coaching, you will get into the right techniques to learn foiling safely and with a huge smile on your face. 
Our spot offers, with several flatwater spots in our endless lagoon, a huge playground, where we can practice 

undisturbed. 
In the beginning, we will start with an e-foil, where you can choose the speed, so you can safely learn how to 
control the foil. In the next step, you will get towed by our high-performance boat to learn to react to a given 

speed. With this base, you can easily switch to a kite and improve your foil skills rapidly. In the evenings we will 
make a video analysis and enjoy time together with a lot of side events and great vibes. The camp is a complete, 

stress-free holiday package, that starts at the airport and includes everything that is needed to have a great 
time.  

About us: "MyWay - Kite&Surf" is not just another Kite and Surf School, but a whole lifestyle concept that offers 
an unforgettable stay. You will sleep in our cozy little Hotel with water view on all sides and enjoy good food and 
drinks in our bar. Our shop offers you the newest equipment for testing and of course the best prices if you want 

to buy new toys.   
  

Share your joy with like-minded people and become a part of the MyWay family- join the next MyWay Foil Camp.  
  

See you in the water… hang loose

• physical part (personal training/ workout)

• theroy part (the theory of Foiling, the equipment for Foilkiting and related varieties, 
how to overcome your fear and more) 

• practical part (E-Foiling, Wakefoiling, Kitefoiling) 

• resume (video analysis of your personal performance, feedback and discussion 
rounds) 
  
-resume (video analysis of your performance, feedback, and discussion rounds)  
On four days we will work intensively on our performance in the form of lessons and 
the last day we will have a small MyWay Kite Contest where everyone can show what 
they have learned during the week.  
This means that you can expect 5 days full of kite fun! 
 

MyWay Event services: 
· your week long stay in the MyWay Hotel

· Airport shuttle

· All kite lessons

· Shuttles to the kitespots

· theory lessons

· video analysis

· further activities to support your learning process

· catering

· personal training

· a lycra from the foil clinic 2021

· Free usage of high quality equipment

· Free usage of storage facilities 
  
+ a trip to Nazaré in case there are big waves predicted  
Should there be a windless day, we will jointly organize alternative activities such as 
wakeboarding, paramotor, skating, a self-rescue seminar, or trips to beautiful places 
in the surroundings.  
This activity is included in the price of the event.

Every day you can expect the following in the form of different modules

Requirements:

- VDWS lvl 5 or IKO lvl 4; safely going upwind, 
being able to ride toe-side

Dates:

Prices :

Double room with material 1225€

1285€Single room with material

(experience with a directional board is helpfull but not required).

04.12 -  11.12
08.01 -  15.01
05.02 - 12.02
19.03  - 26.03 

2021
2022
2022
2022 


